2io	NUDA   VERITAS
Every evening I put .on a dinner-dress and waited to be called
for. Sometimes the dinner-dress proved appropriate to the
occasion but sometimes not, and I never knew beforehand,
because I was too bewildered or too tired to find out. One night
I put on a crimson velvet and ermine. I was fetched by a
gentleman in a tweed suit and taken to a room that seemed to
be underground. Everyone wore day clothes and we ate our
supper on our laps! I was in what America calls " Radical '*
company, and radical in America almost meant Bolshevik, or
what was known as " parlour Bolshevik " (a refined variety).
Never shall I forget what a fool I felt in my ridiculous clothes,
but for which I might have been pleasantly in my element.
II
My first lecture was to a packed J£olian Hall. I floundered
courageously, and it was my ignorance of the country and its
people that gave me the courage to skate on thin ice. In a
trembling voice (I was far more frightened even than on the
Browning Club occasion in London) I described my arrival in
Moscow, and of Mrs. Kameneff meeting her husband at the
station and upbraiding him—I was going to say for having
brought an artist half across Europe to do portraits of busy men
in such a crisis—but before I could finish my sentence someone
with a quick sense of humour chuckled, and the rest of the
audience took it up, and the whole house laughed, and went on
laughing. They laughed all the more at my discomfiture. I
stood there facing them foolishly and it seemed an eternity
before I was allowed to go on. But the ice was broken and
after that my voice no longer trembled. Of course there was a
large " Radical" element and they were sympathetic. When I
began about Trotzki I forgot everything and got carried away.
I described him as a man of wit and fire and genius, a Napoleon
of peace. And as I talked I became conscious of the eye of an
unknown person in the crowd fixed upon mine, at whom I all
unknowingly, was staring in return. It brought me back to
myself, I hesitated, realizing that I had said too much, that I
was perhaps ridiculous—and I stammered shyly:

